Caleulations of the level width r( LI) and the f 12 and f 13 Coster-Kronig yields for atomie zine have been performed with Dirae-Foek wave funetions. For r(L 1 ), a large deviation between theory and evaluated data exists. We inelude the ineomplete orthogonality of the eleetron orbitals as weIl as the interehannel interaetion of the deeaying states. Orbital relaxation reduees the total rates in all groups of the eleetron-emission speetrum by about 10-20 %. Different, however, is the effeet of the eontinuum interaetion. The L l-L23X Coster-Kronig part of the speetrum is definitely redueed in its intensity, whereas the MM and MN speetra are slightly enhaneed. This results in a reduction of Coster-Kronig yields, where for medium and heavy elements eonsiderable diserepaneies have been found in eomparison to relativistie theory. Briefly, we diseuss the eonsequenees of our ealeulations for heavier elements. PACS numberls): 31.20. Di, 32.80.Hd, 32.70.Fw 
I. INTRODUCTION
The level width of a vacant state is the sum of all partial widths for the radiative r R' Auger r A' as well as Coster-Kronig (CK) decay r CK. Usually, many different decay channels, varying in their individual transition rates, occur. If Coster-Kronig transitions are allowed, they govern the lifetimes of atomic inner-shell vacancies and the radiative and Auger decay will then be less important. In this context Auger transitions are defined as radiationless transitions between shells with different principal quantum numbers, whereas in CK transitions the vaeaney is shifted within the same (major) shell.
Total transition rates for inner-shell vacancies can often be calculated appropriately in the independentparticle model. This was confirmed for K -shell level widths [1] [2] [3] and usually also applies to the various Kshell decay speetra [4] . A similar agreement for the Lshell widths r (L 2 ) and r (L 3 ) over the whole atomic range was obtained with Dirac-Hartree-Slater (DHS) wave functions [5] . These caleulations demonstrated that the total widths are merely slightly sensitive to the empIoyed coupling scheme and electron correlation, Surprisingly, however, even relativistic calculations failed for the theoretical prediction of the LI level widths rrz. 1) in medium-Z elements (19 s Z~48). For exampIe, the DHS computations by Chen, Crasemann, and Mark [5] overestimated the total width in atomic zinc by a factor of 3. Their theoretical value of about 9.6 eV has to be compared with the evaluated semiempirical one [6] of 3.28 eV and deviations like this occur in the range reported. Similar results were also obtained in other approximate Hartree-Slater calculations [7] . Therefore, the need for a more ace urate many-body calculation of the low-energy CK transitions beeame evident.
Chen and co-workers [5] calculated the Auger transition rates from perturbation theory using frozen orbitals. If the configuration interaction (CI) and the fine-strueture 45 splitting in the final states are neglected, as it is usually assumed in single-configuration calculations, the description of the many-electron system may then be reduced to a two-hole picture. However, it is now known that individual transition rates may deviate significantly from one another (up to a factor of 10 or even morel [8] . This underlines the role of an appropriate coupling scheme in the computations.
Recently, measurements for the Coster-Kronig yields in some medium-Z and heavier elements have been reported [9] [10] [11] [12] . The yield lij describes the probability for promoting the vacancy from subshell Li to subshell L j • The CK probability in 39Y and 47Ag were measured by differential photoionization of the subshells using synchrotron radiation. In 39Y, Jitschin, Grosse, and Röhl [9] found a ratio 113 =0.49±0.09 which is remarkably smaller than the theoretical prediction of 0.747 reported by Chen, Crasemann, and Mark [5] . The same theoretical work overestimated the CK yield in silver [10] , where 1 1 2 and 113 were found to be smaller by 35% and 18%, respectively. A similar trend of reduction, but of slightly better agreement with relativistic calculations, was found for various 123 yields [11, 12] .
One point that was neglected in all earlier calculations is the orbital relaxation when going from the initial to the final states. The effect of the nonorthogonality on autoionization rates has been investigated at first nonrelativistically for the neon K-LL spectrum [13] . We confirmed these results with our relativistic code as a test case. Further significant changes in the transition rates by relaxation were also reported in the Ar L 1-L23M
Coster-Kronig spectra [14] as weIl as in the nearthreshold region of photoionization cross sections [15] .
Here, we report on multiconfiguration Dirac-Fock (MCDF) calculations for the complete nonradiative decay spectrum of the L 1 hole state in 30Zn corrected for relaxation as weIl as continuum interactions of the decaying states. We chose atomic zine for our investigations because there a large deviation for the LI total width was found. Furthermore, free zinc atoms possess closed shells and therefore only relatively few decay channels. In heavier open-shell systems the number of energetically allowed channels quickly becomes prohibitively large, which further results in a practicallimitation.
A brief review of the theoretical formulation is given in the next section. Then we present and discuss our results and compare them with Krause's semiempirical data [6, 16] . To include the relaxation corrections in the total widths a suitable procedure has to be chosen. This and its possible extension to more complex (open-shell) atoms will be discussed.
BRIEF REVIEW OF THEORY
Here, e and rare the kinetic energies of the outgoing electron and the electron in an intermediate state, respectively, and ß goes over all the various continua (distinguished by their symmetry), which involve in their energy range the total initial hole-state energy E. Further, V aß denotes the interaction matrix in lowest order between different continuum states
This indicates that the Hamiltonian matrix need not be diagonalized first with respect to the chosen continuum basis set {1{Jßr}. An additional negligible (imaginary) contribution to the transition amplitude is omitted from Eq.
(1).
Besides the coupling of the continua, this scattering formulation also includes the correct incoming-wave boundary conditions required for all ionization processes.
To calculate these modified transition rates we used wave functions at the MCDF level [19] . Here intermediate coupling is included by configuration interaction (CI) and diagonalizing the Hamiltonian submatrices for bound states of the same symmetry.
The configuration-interaction theory of a quasidiscrete state embedded in the continuum was originally formulated by Fano [20] . Due to the CI with the various con- and may be of particular importance in the case of strong Auger and Coster-Kronig transitions [21, 22] . This point will be discussed further in the next section.
Our relativistic Auger program, using an intermediate coupling scheme, extends Grant's atomic-structure code [19J to radiationless transitions. Due to the decay of the initial state by the emission of an electron we start with different calculations belonging to the initial hole and final double-hole states. Then, the transition energies of the free electrons may be derived by simply taking the differences of the total energies (possibly involving the shift a).
One of the difficulties with accurate Auger-rate calculations is the appropriate generation of the free-electron waves which couple to the final (N -1)-electron state to conserve the total angular momentum and the parity of 1{Ji. To obtain these continuum spinors we solve the (complete) DF equations in the static potential of the considered final state. Orthogonality with respect to the bound-electron orbitals of the final states is enforced by Lagrange multipliers, In frozen-orbital computations orthogonality with respect to the initial-state orbitals was obtained by a Schmidt-orthogonalization procedure. We will show the effects of these additional somewhat arbitrary exchange terms in the DF equations in connection with our results.
In the MCDF model each transition matrix element [for instance the first term in Eq. (I)J is expanded in a sum of matrix elements between configuration state functions (CSF's) belong to the initial and final states. The final-state CSF's contain a continuum orbital for the outgoing electron. It should be kept in mind, however, that owing to the different permitted angular momentum and parity quantum numbers of the free-electron wave the double-hole state of the remaining ion may contribute to different transitions. Therefore, we will use the term decay channel for the total N-electron final state to distinguish it from the residual ionic state.
In the frozen-orbital approximation the transition operator (H -E), incorporating the full Hamiltonian, is reduced to the two-electron interaction. Neglecting the principal-value terms in Eq. (1) this type of calculation corresponds to Wentzel's ansatz [23] . For the electron repulsion in the Hamiltonian we mostly used the instantaneous Coulomb repulsion, but computations with the additional transverse Breit interaction show that, in the transition operator, relativistic effects play only a minor role in our test case atomic zinc (cf, column B in Fig. 1 ).
The evaluation of the matrix elements with frozen orbitals tunrelaxed transition rates) may be performed easily by employing the decomposition in angular coefficients and radial integrals [19, 24] . However, the (morerealistic) electron relaxation results in nonorthogonal-orbital sets of the separate optimized initial and final states. This means that, for the calculation of the matrix elements, all the overlap factors (or at least the strongest ones) have to be involved. In particular, the one-electron operators in the Hamiltonian and the total energy E ::::: Ei now contribute to the transition amplitudes.
Therefore, to calculate also relaxed transition rates, we expanded the separately optimized CSF's in Slater determinants and used the known expressions of Löwdin [18, 25] for each pair of (nonorthogonal) determinants to compute the complete matrix elements. Obviously, owing to the large numbers of overlap integrals, this type of calculation is very time consuming.
For the (complete) expansion of the CSF's in determinants, a computer-program module was developed. For a variety of one-and two-body operators it facilitates the computation of matrix elements between CSF's with incomplete orthogonality. For reasons of economy, how- Table I but in the bottom one (Auger) we have combined all the permitted decay channels from the MM and MN spectra. Simple frozenorbital MCDF calculations with only the static Coulomb interaction in the transitions matrix elements (A) are shown together with analogous computations including also the relativistic (transverse) Breit interaction in the transition operator (B) . Next (C) we present relaxed widths taking into account the complete nonorthogonality of the electron orbitals in the initial and final states. Finally, under D, these results are corrected for the continuum interaction as given by Eq. (1). Besides these calculations, solving the complete DF equations for the freeelectron waves (solid line), we show approximate results (dashed Iine), neglecting the exchange interactions in the inhomogeneous DF equations for the emitted electrons. For details see the text. In the bottom part of this figure all values are multiplied by a factor of 10.
ever, in these relaxed transition rates we calculated the additional correction terms (i.e., the large number of the matrix elements in the principal-value integrant) in the frozen-orbital approach.
Here, the features of our program have only been presented in abrief outline. More computational details, in particular concerning nonorthogonal orbital sets in the initial and final states, will be given elsewhere. The method employed for the principal-value integration was described recently [26] . Owing to these low energies of the LI -L 3M 1 spectrum, it is necessary to investigate primarily the coupling of the quasidiscrete initial 2s-vacancy state with the radiationless continua. This coupling is not involved in the multiconfiguration Dirac-Fock model but may lower its total energy in various cases. To calculate the resulting energy shift we include all the final continua belonging to the two-hole configurations ofthe L Z3X Coster-Kronig as weIl as the majority of the MM spectra. This selection of the final states, which is limited by practical reasons, will be further explained below in the context of the continuum interaction of the decaying states. But it ensures that the continua contributing most to the radiationless decay are included.
In MCDP calculations only the CI with other bound configurations may be considered. As atomic zinc has a closed-shell structure we chose a single-configuration calculation for the initial 2s-vacancy state. No significant energy shift should arise from the interaction with other bound configuration states.
From the study of bin ding energies [22] it is known that the level energy shift produced by Coster-Kronig fluctuations is particularly essential for many 2s-vacancy states. This was established by Chen's recent DHS computations [21] using Fano's theory [20] . He reports for 30Zn an energy shift of -3. 3 eV. We recalculate this shift, arising from the interaction with the radiationless continua, in the intermediate coupling scheme. For the final states with correct DF continuum waves and those spinors excluding the exchange terms in the DF equations of the free electrons, we found an energy shift of -2. 9 and -3.1 eV, respectively. In these calculations we employed the orthonormal set of the initial-state orbitals also for the final states and, to keep it simple, we used only the Coulomb part of the two-electron interaction in the principal-value integration. This reduction in the total energy of the initial state lowers the LI -L 3M 1 spectra to about 1.8 eV (J= 1) and 3.6 eV (J =2). One should have in mind, however, that for the doubly excited (final) two-hole states the fine-structure splitting in MCDP calculations is not very accurate. Therefore, a clear decision on wh ether these transitions would contribute to the 2s-vacancy decay is not possible. On the other CK and Auger spectra this energy shift of the initial state of about 3 eV is less important and we found only a negligible influence on their partial widths.
B. L 1 level width
To determine the total width and CK yields, the probabilities of all decay channels have to be calculated consecutively. Even for medium-Z elements this necessitates a large number of calculations. Atomic zinc has the advantage here that the 2s-vacancy state is weIl described by a single configuration.
The large number of CSP's for the final states is due to the coupling of the two holes. They may be divided by their stronger configuration mixing (but somewhat arbitrarily) into the four decay spectra shown in Table I . This table includes all considered configurations and the number of final double-hole states in 30Zn. Additionally, the decay channels are represented where continuum waves with different allowed angular mo menta have been coupled to the final ionic state to conserve the total angular momentum J i and the parity Pi of the initial state.
Extended average-level (EAL) calculations [19] were performed separately for the specified spectra. In such an EAL calculation the orbital wave functions are obtained by minimizing the statistically averaged energy of alllevels included. Within each of these spectra the energy splitting is not too large, thus taking appropriately into account electron correlation by the limited configuration interaction in this range of intermediate coupling.
Following the improved theoretical description step by step we calculated the individual transition rates in various approaches. In Pig. 1 we compare the simple MCDP results in intermediate coupling with those corrected for electron relaxation and interchannel interactions of the decay channels for the different line groups. In columns A and B we present the results of frozen-orbital calculations where the initial-state orbitals were used also for the final states. The full Hamiltonian in the matrix elements is then reduced to the two-electron interaction. The results from a computation with the static Coulomb interaction (column A), compared with those including the additional Breit terms (column B), show that relativistic effects in the transition operator play only a minor role and may be neglected by more advanced computations.
The incomplete orthogonality of the orbital sets in the transition matrix elements is taken into account in column C. Orbital relaxation reduces the overall partial transition width within each of the chosen spectra. In the Auger spectra the decrease of about 10% is smaller than that for the CK decay of up to 20%. It should be mentioned, however, that relaxation does not lower equally all the individual rates included in these spectra.
Such relaxed transition-rate calculations require a large amount of CPU time. Because the individual transitions contribute very differently to the total widths we used an approximation procedure for the large number of individual Auger transitions whereas the full nonorthogonality was involved for the intense L 2X and L 3X CK spectra. The weaker Auger lines were sorted by their intensities. From the 46 allowed transitions (the sum of the MM as weIl as the combined MN and NN spectra), the 20 most intensive transitions cover about 98% of the unrelaxed Auger width. Only for these transitions was the complete electron relaxation taken into account in column C of Fig. 1 . We note that this procedure would be particularly convenient for open-shell systems. Here, the number of decay channels increases dramatically, but the main contributions come from a few individual lines only.
In column D (Fig, 1) we give the results if both the relaxation and the interchannel coupling are included. Equation (1) shows that the interchannel interaction gives TABLE I. Final hole-state configurations following the decay of a 2s vacancy in atomic zinc. From these configurations the number of all final states (divided somewhat arbitrarily into four decay spectra and listed here without their magnetic degeneracy) may be derived within the relativistic jj-coupling scheme. Of course, these numbers of final states are independent of the coupling scheme. Enhanced numbers of decay channels result from the coupling of different free-electron spinors to the final ionic states in a way which conserves the angular momentum and parity of the total system. aseparate correction term to the transition amplitude. Difficulties arise here from the fact that all (significant) decay channels will interact with each other. Some simplification may be obtained by neglecting weak transitions. This is permissible as the interaction is closely connected to the decay strength of the channels. However, there is no proportionality and it is advisable not to omit weaker transitions in advance. We therefore performed a further EAL calculation with 62 CSF's including all CK and the majority of the Auger final states. Because of practical limitations we had to exclude some weak final states from the MM and MN spectra with individual relative transition probabilities < 1% of the total width.
With the double-hole wave functions of this large CSF expansion and all the derived continua we calculate the additional terms for each transition amplitude. Pronounced cancellation of the amplitudes may occur, resulting in a reduction of the individual rate. A remarkable reduction of the partial widths arises from this interaction for the L 2X and L 3X Coster-Kronig spectra. The partial Auger widths, on the other hand, will be enhanced due to this interchannel coupling. This means that apart of the CK intensity is shifted to the higherenergy transitions, but this does not explain the breakdown of the Coster-Kronig decay. The earlier conclusion [13] that continuum interactions mainly redistribute individual transition rates must therefore be modified. For the decay of a 2s vacancy the interchannel coupling results in a clear reduction of the total rate.
Parallel to the discussed approaches (compare the solid line), Fig. 1 shows a further reduction of the partial width if the exchange of the emitted electron with the stationary bound electrons is neglected (dashed line), To save a further equally large amount of CPU time we give only a crude approximation for relaxation and interchannel interactions by changing the solid curve by the same factor as derived from the simple frozen-orbital MCDP results (A). This i1lustrates the influence of exchange, noting, however, that in low-energy transitions a considerable contribution to the nonlocal exchange terms in the DF equations may arise from the Lagrange multipliers, which must be included to force orthogonality for the continuum spinors.
In Table II we compare our results with theory [5] and evaluated data [6, 16] . As pointed out above, pure-DF calculations are largely independent of the coupling scheme and therefore our results (I) are very similar to the DHS calculations of Chen, Crasemann, and Mark [5] . In their computations they obtained the exchange by the local-potential Slater approximation. The improved values (11) are corrected for electron relaxation as well as the intercontinuum coupling. In addition, we have listed the various widths and CK yields (111), valid if it is assumed that the L l-L 3M 1 decay is not permitted energetically, and listed the reduced values neglecting the exchange for the continuum orbitals (IV). In these two approaches the total widths will be reduced by 10% and 25%, respectively, and show better agreement with the calculated data of Krause [6, 16] .
c. Coster-Kronig yields
We consider the shifts of the CK yields here if we go beyond a simple MCDP calculation with orthogonal orbitals. Even though the continuum interaction enforces the reduction of the CK transition strength, it does not shift the f 12 and f 13 ratio appreciably. This obviously occurs because in zinc almost all of the 2s vacancies are promoted via Coster-Kronig decay. Therefore, a clearer impression is obtained if we consider the relative effects "References [6, 16] . "Reference [5] . "Multiconfiguration Dirac-Fock calculations. The continuum orbitals were generated in the (stationary) mean field of the bound electrons by solving the complete DF equations. 'Relaxed-orbital MCDF results corrected for interchannel coupling. gSame calculations as in (11) but without the L I-L 3 M 1 decay rates. See text for details. hMCDF calculations neglecting the exchange terms for the continuum orbitals. The continuum spinors were generated in the (stationary) mean field of the bound electrons. Then the values were corrected for relaxation and channel coupling by taking the same ratios as in the simple frozen-orbital results.
on the Auger channels, whose yield is enlarged by about 50%. This increase of the Auger part arises almost completely from the continuum interaction whereas the relaxation of the electrons lowers the total rates in each of the different spectra. This is worth mentioning since significant discrepancies in comparison to theory were found for the CK yields in heavy atoms. In high-Z systems the Auger yields as wen as radiative decay increase, and consequently the CK yields will decrease. For instance, the summed CK part f 12 +f 13 of a 2s vacancy amounts to 80% in 47Ag and to about 50% or the rare-earth elements [5] . Thus, similar changes in the transitions rates, if taking into account the dynamic and relaxation effects, would result in a remarkable reduction of the CK yields in heavier elements.
For these heavier elements this could bring the theory into better agreement with experiment. To date, however, it is beyond our computer facilities to explore such complex systems as 39Y or 47Ag for which measurements have been performed recently [9, 10] . In these open-shell atoms, both the number of overlapping orbitals as wen as the decay channels enlarged drastically. However, we will try to improve our code to make it more manageable and faster in the future. At least our suggested procedure, applying the complete relaxation only to the most striking transitions, seems to be appropriate in such computations.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The LI level width and Coster-Kronig yields in free zinc atoms have been calculated. These hole-state prop-erties were evaluated earlier [6, 16] . Large deviations of theoretical results stimulated a reinvestigation which took into account relaxation as wen as dynamic corrections from scattering theory.
In comparison to the independent-particle model a better agreement was achieved but a discrepancy remains for the total widths, which demonstrates that further electron correlations not only redistribute individual rates but also alter the total probabilities. Now, the LI width is within a factor of about 2 of the evaluated value.
Whereas the orbital relaxation results in an overall reduction of the transition rate, the continuum interaction clearly changes the proportion of the L 1 Auger and CK probabilities. As a consequence the f 12 and f 13 Coster-Kronig yields are reduced. This tendency agrees with recent measurements in the heavier atoms, for instance 47Ag. To date, the analogous calculations as described above for such open-shell systems require exhaustive computer facilities. However, a theoretical description in the intermediate coupling scheme is needed because these computations have shown that due to manybody effects (even total) transition rates are strongly state specific to the initial and final states. This applies to both the electron relaxation and, more pronounced, the scattering approximation.
